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CO_Capt_Mordane says:
Captain's Log - SD 10509.15: We are still en route to the Har-Magedd System.  Reports have come in from Engineering that we have a missing crewmember.  No sign of our stowaway...it's been three days.  Investigations into both are still ongoing.
CNS_Ens_Andrews says:
::finishing breakfast in her quarters::
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
::finishing breakfast in the CNS' quarters::
CTO_Ens_Arinoch says:
::in the security office, going over the night shift logs and not expecting to find anything out of the ordinary... just like the 6 mornings before::
CNS_Ens_Andrews says:
CEO: We'd better get going. Don't want to be late, do we?
FCO_Lt_Haynes says:
::Arrives on the bridge and takes her post.::
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
::exits his ready room, PADD in hand and takes a seat in the center chair...which has now been customized a  bit more to his liking::
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
CNS: Good idea. ::stretches:: I gotta go check on engineering.
FCO_Lt_Haynes says:
CO: Comfy Captain?
Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  A light flashes on the science and tactical console.
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
FCO: Today...yes. 
CNS_Ens_Andrews says:
::kisses the CEO:: CEO: See you after shift?
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
All: What the devil is going on?
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
::smiles:: CNS: Of course.
CTO_Ens_Arinoch says:
::moves to the replicator and orders up a coffee::
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
CIV: Something wrong Lieutenant? 
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
All: This console just flashed.
CNS_Ens_Andrews says:
::leaves her quarters and goes to the TL:: TL: Bridge
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
::leaves the CNS' quarters and heads in the opposite direction of her, looking around to see if anyone saw::
FCO_Lt_Haynes says:
::Looks at her console as it beeps notifying of entering a system.::
FCO_Lt_Haynes says:
CO: Captain, we're crossing into the Eschatol system.
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
::narrows his eyes::  CIV: Really...it flashed.  You know, they tend to do that...they're status lights...care to elaborate on what it is that's trying to get our attention?
CNS_Ens_Andrews says:
::arrives on the bridge::
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
::boards a TL:: TL: Engineering.
Ens_Mathews says:
::looks away as the CEO leaves the CNS's quarters, and pretends like he's going out back on patrol::
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
FCO: Understood.  Drop to impulse and maintain course for Har-Magedd. 
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
CO: It is very possible that it could be a ship being picked up sir.
CNS_Ens_Andrews says:
::goes to an empty console::
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
CIV: Is it.  Gosh...very possible that it could be...that's such a sure thing.  ::gets up and moves to the  Science console::  Why don't I have a look here...
FCO_Lt_Haynes says:
CO: Of course Captain.  Impulse speed, destination to Har-Magedd, approximately 1 week.  ::Makes the necessary modifications.::
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
::arrives in engineering and walks over to his office, checking the status of all the systems::
CNS_Ens_Andrews says:
::begins to access crew records:: Self: It's been so long since they've had full-time counselor. Everyone's overdue.
CTO_Ens_Arinoch says:
::returns to his desk, and finishes up his review of the night shift logs::
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
CO: Sir it is reading as the T.G. Victory, The Glorious Victory. Size is about the same of that of the Oberth class starship.
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
CO: It also  is about 350 years , over, 350 years ago and it has Terran Technology.
Ens_Mathews says:
::snickers as he passes the CNS's quarters, so tempted to place a little surveillance on the room... then decides Donavin would have his head, and continues::
FCO_Lt_Haynes says:
CO: Well it might be from the Har-Magedd colony.  It was established 300 years ago and we haven't heard from them in 100 so at those speeds it might be descendents from that colony.  Shall I try to hail them?
CNS_Ens_Andrews says:
::hums quietly as she begins to work up a rotation for psychological evaluations::
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
 FCO: Open... ::hears her statement:: ...yeah, do that.  ::sighs::
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
::watches the replacement engineer working, and sighs at the thought of his lost engineer, gone for a week now::
Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  No response from communication.
FCO_Lt_Haynes says:
CO: No response, could be that we need to try an ancient radio wave frequency.
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
CO: Sir, My search in the Shari's records has shown that this was a vessel that was created around the 2060's which is around the time of the Warp Drive was created in 2063 by Zefram Cochrane.
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
 FCO: Well...don't wait for me.  Let's find a way to talk to them.
Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  An unfamiliar energy reading is detected coming from the vessel.
CTO_Ens_Arinoch says:
::finishes up on the last few reports, then has them forwarded to the XO for final approval, before collecting his half finished coffee cup and starting out for the bridge::
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
 CIV: A pre-warp vessel out this far...could be we're not getting any response because there's no one left.
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
::taps his commbadge:: *CTO*: Any sign of my missing engineer yet?
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
CO: Upon further study records indicate that there is nothing regarding this ship nor a launce of anything around this time.
CTO_Ens_Arinoch says:
::sighs, and taps his badge to reply:: *CEO*: Not yet, chief. When I know something, you'll know.
FCO_Lt_Haynes says:
CO: Aye, Aye Captain.  ::Gets to work trying all kinds of ancient radio calls to the OLD ship.::
CNS_Ens_Andrews says:
::listens to the conversations around her on the bridge while she continues to work::
CTO_Ens_Arinoch says:
::hits a TL, and waits for it to get here::
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
 CIV: Hmm...could just be bad record-keeping.  ::spots an energy spike on the secondary console::  What's this?  ::calls up further explanation from the computer::
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
::decides that being in ME is too distracting and heads for a TL::
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
CO: However, after some careful searching I have discovered that around the 2063, when Zefram Cochrane's first Warp Flight was made, a strange vessel was seen to speed past the ship from Earth, but only a few witnesses actually saw this.
CTO_Ens_Arinoch says:
::steps in:: TL: Bridge.
FCO_Lt_Haynes says:
::Scans the ship for any life signs.::
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
TL: Bridge.
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
 CIV: Yeah, I heard of that, ::his attention on the strange energy spike:: the running theory is that it was a Vulcan survey craft.
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
CO: Yes but I suspect it was something else.
CTO_Ens_Arinoch says:
::steps out of the TL, and onto the bridge, nodding to those present::
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
::steps out of the next TL on to the bridge and walks over to the engineering station::
FCO_Lt_Haynes says:
CO: Captain, I'm not reading any life signs over there. ::Frowns.::
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
 FCO: That doesn't really surprise me.
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
CO: All it shows is that it was a powerful energy source but it is not recognizable in the database or any records.
CTO_Ens_Arinoch says:
::pulls up a seat at the primary tactical console, and logs in, immediately tapping into the various sensor arrays::
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
 FCO: Bring us in closer...let's see if our sensors can get better resolution on this.
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
CO: Sir if I may, caution is necessary here.  I do not advise getting to close.  This is an unknown factor here and we have no idea what it will do to our propulsion systems.
CTO_Ens_Arinoch says:
::starts a series of diagnostics on the weapons systems, one eye on the sensor readings as they come in::
FCO_Lt_Haynes says:
::Slows the Sharikahr down and brings it alongside the ancient Terran vessel approximately 1000 Kms away.::
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
 CIV: When is anything we deal with not an unknown factor, Lt?  I'll hold back for now, but I want more detail on this thing.
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
::continues to monitor the ship::
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
CO: I will endeavor to do so.
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
 FCO: Hold position, and be ready to back off quickly.
CTO_Ens_Arinoch says:
::runs his own scans of the ship, having this sinking feeling the words "away team" are eventually going to leave a certain captain's mouth::
FCO_Lt_Haynes says:
CO: Captain, once we have assessed the safety of the vessel, I'd like to go and see if I can get it to fly again.  It would be a great beauty to add to the Federation Space Craft Orbit Museum.
CNS_Ens_Andrews says:
::continues to work on her rotation while keeping one ear out, in case she's needed::
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
CO: I'm barely picking up any energy readings from the vessel, aside from the one that you're already monitoring.
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
 ::frowns at the FCO::  FCO: That's hardly a priority Lt...we still have Har-Magedd to attend to.
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
::Pouring over the databases to see if she can find anything relative to the on going situation occurring now::
FCO_Lt_Haynes says:
CO: Yes sir, I understand but this vessel may have information on the Har-Magedd colony.
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
 FCO: I understand that Lt...but gathering that information has nothing to do with taxiing a 300 year old ship around the galaxy at sub-warp speeds.
CTO_Ens_Arinoch says:
FCO/CO: I doubt it, Lieutenant. And assuming it does, I can't confirm she's even operational. A ship in space for that long may not even have power left.
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
 CEO: Is the power source isolated in a particular location?
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
CO: Sir being that this ship and the age of the colony are so close I suggest that there may be indeed a connection to the Har-Magedd and possibility to what happened to them.
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
 ::nods to Lt Rochelle::
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
CO: What if there was some type of cataclysm to the planet that made it unlivable and they needed to leave?
CTO_Ens_Arinoch says:
::sighs:: CO: Obviously it's not too concerning to whoever it was who lost it, captain. According to my information there hasn't been a soul in this system for at least a hundred years.
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
 CIV: All speculation at this point Lt...let's stick to the facts.
FCO_Lt_Haynes says:
::Shrugs.:: CO/CTO: Wishful thinking on my part I suppose.  I have an affinity for old things no matter how impossible they may seem. ::Goes back to her monitoring.::
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
::taps his console:: CO: Yes sir.. the power source is coming from the core of the ship, but its not an engine signature.. I believe its where the computer core would be.
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
 CEO: I see...is it stable?
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
CO: I was merely stating a possible fact sir.  Why else use a ship as big as an Oberth if you weren’t evacuating an entire colony?
FCO_Lt_Haynes says:
::Tries to determine a swath of possible paths this vessel has taken over the last 300 or so years.::
CTO_Ens_Arinoch says:
::runs another scan, thinking abandoned ship plus abandoned system equals fun times for anyone hungry for a piece of hardware::
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
CO: It seems stable from here. I'd have to get closer to get more accurate readings.
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
 CIV: An Oberth is only going to carry about 90 crew Lt...that's a very small colony.  And considering the Federation uses them as scientific research vessels...there is precedence for their use elsewhere.  I appreciate the open mind, but I'm going to reserve judgment for when we have more data.
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
 CEO: Closer huh?  Let's get you closer, then.
FCO_Lt_Haynes says:
CEO: How close do you need to be Chief?
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
CO: Hang on a sec.. I'm picking up some strange readings...
CTO_Ens_Arinoch says:
::extends the sensors to their maximum range, and keeps a constant eye out for company... this smells too much like ambush bate::
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
 CEO: Elaborate Chief...
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
CO: As you wish sir.
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
CO: I can't make sense of it, sir.. its almost as if their engine core is similar to ours. I can't tell exactly from here though.
CNS_Ens_Andrews says:
::keeps listening:: Self: Something about this doesn't feel right
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
 CEO: Well as long as it's stable, I don't see any problem with getting you as close as you need to be...
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
CTO: I can extend your sensors further if you would like by using the thermal sensor pallet for you if you wish.  It is more sensitive than conventional sensors.
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
 CEO/CTO/CIV: I want the three of you to assemble in transporter room 1.  
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
CO: Aye sir. ::logs out of his engineering station and heads over to the TL::
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
CO: Understood sir. Tactical or rescue?
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
 CEO/CTO/CIV: Your primary goal is finding information on the Har-Magedd colony...secondary is investigating this power source.  Keep me informed.
CTO_Ens_Arinoch says:
CIV: If they're gonna show up looking for a piece of this here ship, a little extra warning isn't gonna help... we'll still be either leaving or fighting. ::logs off, calls for Smith to take his place, and heads for the TL:: CO: Aye sir.
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
CO: Understood sir.
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
 CIV: I highly doubt anyone is alive over there Lt...but if you should run into someone, report back immediately.
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
::glances at the CNS as he enters the TL::
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
CO: Understood sir.
CNS_Ens_Andrews says:
::looks up to watch the CEO leave trying not to show that her heart suddenly went to her throat::
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
::shuts her station and leaves for her quarters and grabs her interesting little bag and reports to the Transporter room quickly::
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
 FCO: Keep an eye on the sector traffic while they're over there.  I want to know every quark that moves.
CNS_Ens_Andrews says:
::smiles a small smile at the CEO as he catches her eye::
CTO_Ens_Arinoch says:
::steps off the TL and heads for the transporter room::
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
::grabs an engineering kit from ME and heads for the transporter room::
FCO_Lt_Haynes says:
CO: Quark Captain?  ::Looks puzzled but seems to have gotten the meaning to watch for anything suspicious.::
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
::enters the Transporter room and double checks her bag of little gadgets::
TO_Ens_Smith says:
::maneuvers his way awkwardly onto the bridge, and slips in at the tactical station, taking up Donavin's scans::
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
::enters the TR after the CIV::
CNS_Ens_Andrews says:
FCO: It's a subatomic particle, Lt.
CTO_Ens_Arinoch says:
::nods to the CIV and CEO, and motions the former ahead:: CIV: After you, lieutenant.
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
 CNS: Thank you Counselor...
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
::holsters her phaser and makes sure her cutluch is in place and then mounts the transporter pad and takes her place::
FCO_Lt_Haynes says:
CO: Oh, I see Captain, I though you were referring to the Ferengi Bartender on DS9.  Which well relates well. ::Smiles.::
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
::steps up on the pad to the left of the CIV::
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
::makes sure she has everything::
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
::nods to the transporter chief::
CTO_Ens_Arinoch says:
::reaches into a storage locker, and hands out EVA suits, while keeping a phaser rifle for himself::
FCO_Lt_Haynes says:
CNS: Counselor, anything of interest on the colonists from Har-Magedd in the archives?
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
CO: Sir is there any life support on the ship?
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
CTO: Oh, no life support, huh? ::puts on his EVA suit::
CTO_Ens_Arinoch says:
::slips into his, and takes his place on the pad::
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
::steps up on to the transporter pad::
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
::gets down and dons the EVA suit or tin can as she calls it and returns to the transporter PADD::
FCO_Lt_Haynes says:
CO: Captain in light of the oddities would you like a constant transporter lock on the AT and Open COMM line?
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
 FCO: Lt. if we have the resources available, I suggest that occurs every time we send a team off-ship.
CTO_Ens_Arinoch says:
::waits for the transport to begin, while thinking it'd be nice to have Keely back...::
FCO_Lt_Haynes says:
CO: Aye Aye. ::Allocates the resources appropriately and notifies SB to stand by just in case.::
CNS_Ens_Andrews says:
FCO: Not much, Lt. Haynes. The colony was religious in nature. Other than that and the time lapse in communication, nothing of interest.
Tac_Plehelp says:
:: Walks over to the counselor and quietly whispers into her ear.::
FCO_Lt_Haynes says:
::Chuckles to herself.:: Self: Mr. Protective Captain.  That should make him feel better.
Transporter_Chief says:
 ::beams the team over::
Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The away team beams over to a very dark, quiet, still as a tomb vessel.  Silence reigns.
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
@::materializes and is instantly sensing only the AT and nothing else::
FCO_Lt_Haynes says:
::Wishes she was over on that ship checking out the old timer.::
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
@::rematerializes on the dark ship and turns on his SIMs beacon::
CNS_Ens_Andrews says:
Tac_Plehelp: Thank you.
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
@::pulls our her tricorder and immediately scans for any life signs only she knows there are none::
CTO_Ens_Arinoch says:
@::materializes, and immediately pulls out his tricorder whilst making sure his phaser rifle's easily accessible.. Paranoia loves CTO's and all::
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
@::begins to float a bit off the ground, but turns on his gray boots::
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
 ::glances over at the CNS and Tac briefly, then returns his attention to the sensors, keeping an eye on the energy readings on the other vessel::
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
@:: turns on her wrist lights and shines it around the entire area::
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
@CTO: What do your scans find?
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
@::pulls out his tricorder to begin searching for the power source:: CIV: Mind if I go searching for this power source?
Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The light gleams off technology that has only been imagined.
CTO_Ens_Arinoch says:
@CIV: Just what we expected. No one here but us fleeters. And the occasional particle of dust...
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
@CEO: I do.  We move as a team.  Something here does not feel right.
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
@CIV: Aye Lieutenant.
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
@::points in one direction, down a corridor:: CIV: The energy source is coming from this way.
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
@CEO: Can you use your tricorder to map a course to engineering to get some power up and running?
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
@CIV: I'll try. ::presses a few buttons on his tricorder::
FCO_Lt_Haynes says:
*CEO*: I'm gonna tie your cams into a live feed with your tricorders so the Captain can see what you all see.
CNS_Ens_Andrews says:
::walks over to the CO:: CO: Captain, Tac_Plehelp, just informed me that something was found in one of our small labs.
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
@CTO:  You take the rear while I take point if you don't mind that is?
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
@CTO: Or would you rather take point?
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
 CNS: Wow...we're just a crew full of details today...describe "something" Ensign.
FCO_Lt_Haynes says:
::Makes the necessary arrangements and puts the AT on half the screen while the other half is of the system in general.::
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
@*FCO*: Understood.
CTO_Ens_Arinoch says:
@::nods:: CIV: Aye, lieutenant. ::moves into position:: I've seen your record, you can handle yourself.
Host Karriaunna says:
Scenery:  Off the various advanced technology that is seen, and along the walls are hieroglyphs.
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
@CIV: I've mapped a route. Engineering should be this way.
CNS_Ens_Andrews says:
CO: Unknown sir, Permission to go check it out?
CTO_Ens_Arinoch says:
@CIV: And if you can't, duck. ::winks, and motions to his rifle::
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
@::Nods at the CTO:: CTO: I am a full Betazoid but not to worry I will duck.
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
 CNS: Granted...make sure someone from tactical follows you in.  Report back when you have something more concrete.
CNS_Ens_Andrews says:
CO: Certainly, sir.
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
@CTO/CIV: Shall we? ::motions down the corridor::
Tiarranda says:
@ All:  Donotiya... shedala.
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
@CTO/CIV: What was that?
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
@CTO: Donavin.. did you say something?
FCO_Lt_Haynes says:
Self: Ooo, Hieroglyphs.  That's interesting.
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
@*CO*: Sir we have arrived safely and are making our way to engineering to find the power source.  As we are walking sir there are hieroglyphics on the walls and they are not Egyptian but something way different.
Tiarranda says:
@ All: Donotiya... shedala.
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
@CEO: You heard something?  ::stops to listen intently::
CTO_Ens_Arinoch says:
@::checks his tricorder, raising an eyebrow:: CEO: I haven't a clue what that language is, chief.
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
@::brings her phaser around on the individual that has just appeared from nowhere::
CO_Capt_Mordane says:
 *CIV*: Understood Lt.
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
@CTO: I'm not picking up any life signs.
CNS_Ens_Andrews says:
::motions to Tac_Plehelp:: Tac_Plehelp, would you accompany to the lab, please.
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
@Tiarranda: Who or what are you?
Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The away team hears what appears to be a feminine voice, but they see nothing, feel nothing.  There remains no life signs.
CTO_Ens_Arinoch says:
@CEO: Good. Means my tricorder's not malfunctioning. ::moves into a somewhat defensive position opposite the CIV, just in case::
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
::continues his way down the corridor, surrounded by the CTO and CIV::
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
@ALL: There is something in her with us and I cannot sense it. But it is close.
Tiarranda says:
@ :: Pauses a moment to adjust language.::  All:  I am this vessels main computer.  What are you doing here?  I do not recognize you or your uniforms.
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
::reaches into her bag and pulls out a set of what looks like night goggles but they are infrared on the light spectrum::
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
@::lets out a sigh of relief::
Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The tactical officer nods his head and follows along.
CTO_Ens_Arinoch says:
@::isn't quite so relieved... nothing worse than a ship on autopilot for 300 years::
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
@ Tiarranda: You are an advanced AI system? Or a ships avatar?
Tiarranda says:
@ All:  I am.
FCO_Lt_Haynes says:
::Wonders if that voice is a ghost.::
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
@:: shakes head cause she can not see the voice::
CNS_Ens_Andrews says:
::makes her way to the TL with Tac_Plehelp following::
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
@Tiarranda: We are from the USS Sharikahr Federation Class ship.  We are here to help not to destroy.  Your ship is different to us.
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
@CIV: Lieutenant, engineering is two decks below our current position.
CNS_Ens_Andrews says:
::enters the TL:: TL: Deck 7
FCO_Lt_Haynes says:
Self: So much for a ghost.
Tiarranda says:
@ All:  I was sent to find a water source with a crew of ten.  However, I suddenly lost power abruptly and has to shut down what little was left in order to save what she was and to wait.  Have you come to help?
Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The computer stops at deck 7, not far from a small auxiliary science lab.
CNS_Ens_Andrews says:
::exits the TL and makes her way toward the labs::
CTO_Ens_Arinoch says:
@::whispered so only the AT can hear... hopefully:: All: A ship on autopilot for 300 years... never a good thing.
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
@CEO: If we are above engineering then why is the voice coming from close by?
CEO_Ens_Rodos says:
@CIV: The computer is probably speaking through a comm system of some kind. I suggest we head to engineering as quickly as we can.
Tiarranda says:
@ All:  I have not been on autopilot for 300 years.
Tiarranda says:
@ All:  My engineering is two decks down.  I do hope you can help.
CIV_Lt_Rochelle says:
@Tiarranda: If you are the ships avatar, then you have maintained this ship on your own up to now.  That would indicate that you have the ability to adapt and learn does it not?
Tiarranda says:
@ :: Confused:: All:  Of course I can learn.  Can't you?
Host Karriaunna says:
<<<<<<<<<< Pause >>>>>>>>>>

